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We obtain estimates for
P
k≤N ck2 and
P
k≤N ck4, when
P
k≤N cke
itkx ≥ 0, t0 =
0; and c0 = 1. It is shown that
NX
k=−N
ck4 ≤M/b+ 1
and
NX
k=−N
ck2 ≤
q
2N + 1M/b+ 1;
where M = max tk and b = mintj  x j 6= 0. When the cks are known to be
nonnegative, the inequality
NX
k=−N
ck2 ≤M/b+ 1
is established. © 1999 Academic Press
Key Words: positive; nonharmonic trigonometric sums.
Since they are crucial for understanding what follows, we begin by review-
ing the notions of positive definite sequence and positive definite function.
A complex valued sequence an∞n=−∞ is called positive definite if
NX
j=0
NX
k=0
λjλ¯kanj−nk ≥ 0
for all N ≥ 0, all choices of complex numbers λ0; λ1; : : : ; λN; and all
choices of integers n0; n1; : : : ; nN . Similarly, a complex valued function de-
fined on −∞;∞ is called positive definite if
NX
j=0
NX
k=0
λjλ¯kf tj − tk ≥ 0
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for all N ≥ 0, all choices of complex numbers λ0; λ1; : : : ; λN , and all
choices of real numbers t0; t1; : : : ; tN . The following basic result, due to
Bochner, characterizes positive definite functions.
Theorem 1. A continuous function f on −∞;∞ is positive definite if
and only if there is a nonnegative measure µ on −∞;∞ such that
f x =
Z
−∞;∞
eixt dµt:
See, e.g., [4, p. 19]. In particular, if the coefficients ck are all nonnegative
then the sum sx =PNk=−N ckeitkx is positive definite since s satisfies The-
orem 1, where the measure µ =PNk=−N ckδtk , where δa indicates the point
mass measure concentrated at a. It is also worth mentioning that all pos-
itive definite functions are bounded; indeed, if f is positive definite, then
f x ≤ f 0. See [4, p. 18].
In [3] Garsia et al. considered the extremal problem for positive definite
functions
Cδ = max
Z δ
−δ
f x2 dxx f ∈ Dδ

; (1)
where δ > 0 and Dδ = f x f is continuous, positive definite, f 0 = 1, and
f x = 0 for x > δ. They gave a scheme for calculating C1 with arbitrary
precision obtaining C1 = 0:686981293 : : : : (It is not hard to show that Cδ =
δC1.) Also shown in [3] is the existence of a unique nonnegative function
φδ ∈ Dδ such that
Cδ =
Z δ
−δ
φδx2 dx: (2)
A simple argument shows that φδx = φ1x/δ.
It is not hard to show that a sequence ak∞k=−∞ with ak = 0 for k >
N , is positive definite if and only if the trigonometric polynomial pt =PN
k=−N ake
ikt is nonnegative for all t. Thus, the discrete version of (1),
namely,
JN = max
 NX
k=−N
ak2x ak∞k=−∞ is a positive definite
sequence, a0 = 1, ak = 0 for k > N

;
can be formulated as
JN = max

2pi−1
Z 2pi
0
pt2 dtx p ∈ PN

; (3)
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where PN is the set of nonnegative trigonometric polynomials of degree
≤ N and constant term equal to 1. The problem (3) was studied by Brown
et al. in [1], where they obtained
C1N + 1 ≤ JN ≤ C1N + 1 + 1: (4)
In this paper we study a nonharmonic version of (3). Specifically, we
obtain estimates for
PN
k=−N ck2 and
PN
k=−N ck4 when
sx =
NX
k=−N
cke
itkx ≥ 0 (5)
for all x, where the tk’s are distinct real numbers. Methods different from
those of [1] are required, for the arguments given there rely strongly on the
following result due to Feje´r:
Theorem 2. Let pt = PNk=−N ckeikt be a trigonometric polynomial
of degree N . Then pt ≥ 0 for all t if and only if there exist constants
b0; b1; : : : ; bN such that
pt =
 NX
j=0
bje
ijt
2:
See, e.g., [5, p. 3].
In the case of nonharmonic trigonometric sums, however, there is no
corresponding factorization. For example, it can be shown that, although
the function qt = 1 + 1/2 cost + 1/2 cos√2t is everywhere non-
negative, there is no finite sum of the form ut = PNj=0 bjeiujt such that
qt = ut2.
In what follows we will need the following:
Lemma 1. Let f be bounded, continuous and integrable on −∞;∞.
Then f is positive definite if and only if its Fourier transform fˆ is nonnegative.
For a proof of the lemma, see, e.g., [2, p. 621].
Suppose that (5) holds. Let
s∗λ = lim
L→∞
2L−1
Z L
−L
sxe−iλx dx:
It is easy to see that
s∗λ =
(
ck if λ = tk
0 if λ /∈ t−N; t−N+1; : : : ; tN:
Since
s∗λ ≤ s∗0; (6)
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it follows that, except in the trivial case where all of the ck’s vanish, some
tk must be zero. Also, since s∗λ = s∗−λ, it follows that for each k,
−tk = tj and c¯j = cj for some j. Thus, it is no loss of generality to assume
that, in the sum (5), the following conditions are satisfied:
0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tN;
t−k = −tk;
c−k = c¯k:
(7)
Theorem 3. Suppose that sx satisfies (5), (7), and the normalization
condition c0 = 1. Suppose, further, that all of the ck’s are nonnegative. Then
NX
k=−N
ck2 ≤ tN/t1 + 1:
Proof. Let φ = φt1 be defined as in (2) and let
gt =
NX
k=−N
ckφt − tk:
By the lemma above we get gˆx = sxφˆx ≥ 0. Again by Lemma 1,
it follows that g is positive definite. Since g0 = 1 and gt vanishes if
t > tN + t1, we can apply the results of [3] mentioned above to getZ tN+t1
−tN−t1
gt2 dt ≤ C1tN + t1: (8)
We also have
gt2 =
NX
k=−N
NX
j=−N
ckcjφt − tkφt − tj
=
NX
k=−N
ck2φt − tk2 +
X
k6=j
ckcjφt − tkφt − tj:
Since φ and the ck’s are nonnegative, it follows thatZ tN+t1
−tN−t1
gt2 dt ≥
NX
k=−N
ck2
Z tN+t1
−tN−t1
φt − tk2 dt
= t1C1
NX
k=−N
ck2: (9)
It follows from (8) and (9) that the proof is complete.
The proof just given shows that the nonnegativity assumption on the ck’s
in Theorem 3 can be dropped if 2t1 ≤ tk − tj for 1 ≤ j < k.
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Theorem 4. Suppose that sx satisfies (5), (7), and the normalization
condition c0 = 1. Then
NX
k=−N
ck4 ≤ tN/t1 + 1: (10)
Proof. Let sx = PNk=−N ckeitkx. A straightforward calculation shows
that
Sx =
NX
k=−N
ck2eitkx = lim
L→∞
2L−1
Z L
−L
stst + xdt:
It follows that Sx is nonnegative. Inequality (10) now follows from The-
orem 3.
Corollary 1. Suppose that sx satisfies (5), (7), and the normalization
condition c0 = 1. Then
NX
k=−N
ck2 ≤
q
2N + 1tN/t1 + 1: (11)
Proof. Inequality (11) follows from Cauchy’s inequality and Theorem 4.
Before we give our next application we will introduce some notation. We
consider the space T of all sums of the form qx = PNj=0 ajeiujx, where
0 = u0 < u1 < · · · < uN are fixed. We define norms  2 and  4 on T by
q22 = lim
L→∞
2L−1
Z L
−L
qx2 dx
and
q44 = lim
L→∞
2L−1
Z L
−L
qx4 dx;
respectively. Clearly, q22 =
PN
j=0 aj2.
Corollary 2. For each q ∈ T
q4 ≤ q2uN/d + 11/4;
where d = minuj − uk x j > k ≥ 0.
Proof. Let qx =PNj=0 ajeiujx be in T . Then
qx2 =
NX
j=0
NX
k=0
aja¯ke
iuj−ukx:
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If we arrange the set of differences uj − ukx j; k = 0; 1; : : : ;N in increas-
ing order, we obtain
t−M < t−M−1 < · · · < t−1 < t0 = 0 < t1 < · · · < tM;
where t−m = −tm, tM = uN and mintm − tm−1x m = 1; 2; : : : ;M = d.
Thus,
qx2 =
MX
m=−M
cme
itmx;
where cm =
P
uj−uk=tm aja¯k. (In particular, c0 =
PN
j=0 aj2 = q22.) It fol-
lows that q44 =
PM
m=−M cm2. If we replace each ak by ak, the value of
c0 remains unchanged and the value of cm does not decrease for any m.
Thus, we may assume that the cm’s are all nonnegative. Hence, it follows
from Theorem 3 that
q44/q42 = c−20
MX
m=−M
cm2 ≤ uN/d + 1:
Examples. (a) Consider the sum sx in (5) with c0 = 1. It follows
from (6) that ck ≤ 1. Thus, trivially, we have
NX
k=−N
ck2 ≤ 2N + 1: (12)
If tk = k, then Corollary 1 gives
NX
k=−N
ck2 ≤
q
2N + 1N + 1;
which is better than (12) but not as good as (4).
(b) Consider nonnegative trigonometric polynomials of the form
sx = 1+ a cosN − 1x + b cosNx; a; b > 0:
In this case the sum
PN
k=−N ck2 is just 1+ a2 + b2/2. The estimate ob-
tained from (4) is C1N + 1 + 1, but Theorem 3 gives the much smaller
estimate N/N − 1 + 1.
(c) In the case uk = k; Corollary 2 gives the upper bound N + 11/4
for the ratio q4/q2. Equation (4) and Theorem 2 give an upper bound
of C1N + 1 + 11/4. On the other hand, in the case where uk = kN for
k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;N , (4) and Theorem 2 give an upper bound of C12N2 +
1 + 11/4, but Corollary 2 gives a bound of N + 11/4.
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(d) If u0 = 0 and u1; u2; : : : ; uN is linearly independent over the
rationals, then the differences uj − uk are distinct for distinct pairs j; k
with j 6= k. It follows easily that, for q 6≡ 0,
q44/q42 =
 NX
j=0
aj2
2
+ 2a02
NX
j=1
aj2
+ 2a12
NX
j=2
aj2+ · · · + 2aN−12aN 2
 NX
j=0
aj2
2
:
Hence, the quotient has an upper bound that is independent of the uk’s.
Indeed the quotient achieves a maximum value of 1 + N/N + 1 when
ak2 = 1/N + 1 for each k. This can be verified using the Lagrange
multiplier method under the constraint
PN
j=0 aj2 = 1.
(e) The issue of sharpness for the bound in Theorem 3 should be
addressed. The question can be phrased this way: how close to one can
the quantity q = t1/tN
PN
k=−N ck2 − 1 be under the conditions of The-
orem 3? In the case where tk = k for k = 0; 1; : : : ;N it follows from (4)
that q is bounded above by C11+ 1/N, which is around 0.68 for large N .
The question of the existence of examples where q is significantly larger
than 0.68 remains open.
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